
 

Midi Dangdut Koplo
the development of dangdut / koplo in east java has had a different course. dangdut and koplo were mostly popularized in east java. koplo are difficult to call dangdut because of the different rhythm and syncopation of the music. the music was very simple and had a strong sense of humor, combined with visual

style such as the costumes and props. dangdut style music and style were modified and made koplo different, but it didn't affect the story of dangdut itself. the genre itself is no longer dangdut, but still the development is very interesting. the variety of koplo is quite large. each area has its own style and music. the
most common sub genres are: minahasa, majalengka and kreplay. minahasa is also called koplo minahasa. minahasa music is similar to kreplay, but most of them is more complicated and energetic. minahasa music is characterized by the inclusion of guitar, bouzouki, violin, banjo and a lot of percussion

instruments. majalengka is characterized by the use of banjo, fiddle, guitar, and pipe organ. kreplay usually combines minahasa and majalengka the widespread of koplo is important to stimulate the local music industry. therefore, it is important to stimulate the development of koplo itself. koplo is an important
youth group, but it has lost its meaning of youth. it has a kind of new role, which is playing the role of culture, and it is an open youth with the spirit of a band in creating and performing. koplo can contribute to the development of youth culture and civil society by developing and spreading the culture of koplo. for

example, koplo is often used to distribute cultural programs, like cendrawasih, ikatan kesenian, tubagus, and reklamasi
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Midi Dangdut Koplo

dangdut and koplo are social music with a broader meaning. it is social music that carry the progressive or anti-corruption message, to give voice to the unheard and to tell the ignored story. dangdut is more popular in the suburbs and rural areas. koplo is more popular in the cities and towns. the modern style koplo
have more unique and edgy attitude and lyrics. the koplo style has two main characteristic. one is the enthusiasm that makes the audience sway under the influence of drugs. the second is the musical style, which is a hybrid that combines funkot with local urban or house music. the rise of dangdut in indonesia in
the 80s is widely considered as the beginning of the koplo style. the first known recordings of dangdut are by dangdut minahasa group lembaga bikin in 1980. the first indonesian hip-hop is also by this group, in the style of dangdut. dangdut minahasa have a huge influence on the people of the minahasa region,
because they have spread the dangdut music among their friends. this spread the style among the people in the minahasa region. as for the early years, the rhythm is in dangdut was very simple, only using a simple roland drum machine for the rhythm, for example, roland tr909. the instruments in the dangdut
rhythm is more or less a simple guitar, sometimes with a singer or a keyboard. the dangdut rhythm of this era is usually played with a simple koplo beat. the rhythm is played with a 3/4 beat, such as mikrofon or rektak (a traditional minahasa instrument). the instruments used in dangdut minahasa is mainly the

guitar, kendang, and the suling. 5ec8ef588b
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